
Hell’s strategic planning team has come up with a genius plot to destroy America by placing a growing army of radical prosecutors in key locations
around this nation. These portals of hell’s agenda have more power than any local occult activity through their positions of authority. They are using
their power to replace God’s design for government with an advocacy of chaos.

Hidden in plain sight, at last count 75 radically "progressive" prosecutors, with campaigns funded by the Hungarian national George Soros, serve in
key cities and communities. The results after just a few years are clear and measurable: increased crime and murder. Scripture clearly describes the
role of government to protect the innocent (Romans 13). Yet the “soft on crime” policies of these hand-picked radical prosecutors primarily protect
the guilty.

Not only are they soft on crime, they are also creating a climate of lawlessness. Shortly after the overturn of Roe v. Wade, a large group of these
radical prosecutors issued a statement declaring that they will defiantly refuse to uphold their state’s new laws to protect life and will instead follow
their own personal radical ideologies on abortion. They state: “...we decline to use our offices’ resources to criminalize reproductive health decisions
and commit to exercise our well-settled discretion and refrain from prosecuting those who seek, provide, or support abortions.” This statement is
signed by nearly 100 elected prosecutors, under the banner of Fair and Just Prosecution, which is funded by Tides Center, Ford Foundation, and the
Chan Zuckerberg Initiative, among other progressive funders. The laws these rogue prosecutors are blatantly disregarding were created completely
constitutionally by state legislators the voters elected. (Click here to see the names of the nearly 100 signers of this defiant declaration.)

Recently, voters in San Francisco recalled  radical District Attorney  Chesa Boudin. Citizens even in liberal San Francisco decided that sowing a
progressive approach to law and order is not worth the rapidly rising crime that those policies reap. But this sowing and reaping is by design.
Weakening a city. Disintegrating the culture. Imploding government into chaos. This is the purposeful work of George Soros as he throws his
fortune into races across America to elect radically progressive district attorneys who systematically allow criminals to go free, protect illegal activity
and activists, and spend time prosecuting their political and ideological enemies. Boudin is one extremist DA down--many more to recall. But as we
speak, more radical DAs and prosecutors are being pushed through on ballots across the country, thanks to huge Soros-infused campaign coffers.
These local races usually involve low budgets. Other candidates cannot compete when Soros gives his picks 5 or 10 times what is usually raised. 

In the past decade, Soros spent $40 million to fund the elections of prosecutors in over 70 districts. Prosecutors elected with the help of Soros
money cover districts in half of the nation’s 50 most populous cities. This means one in five people live under the jurisdiction of a Soros-promoted
prosecutor. This small, strategic group of leftist prosecutors is increasing crime and disintegrating the rule of law for the entire nation. This is
purposefully planned chaos.

Called “justice reform” candidates, their platform is intended to fashion a philosophy of law and order based on equity, reform, and “justice” in the
criminal justice system. Think CRT applied to crime. These prosecutors (who barely prosecute), paired with radical lawmakers, have fundamentally
changed a large part of the criminal justice system to remove bail, lighten sentences, and pick and choose which laws they will uphold, all while
creating expensive massive reform activist programs attributing crime to race, disadvantage, and bigotry. There is big money to be made in pushing
this narrative. Junkets, conferences, symposiums, grants, retraining, and even lavish “retreats” reinforce this ideology, and those who provide them
are paid handsomely through your taxpayer dollars.

This systematic approach is more than just ruinous to our cities, it is ushering in demonic-fueled activity that is running rampant. Removing the
biblical Judeo-Christian-based approach to right and wrong, law and order, accountability and personal responsibility, crime and punishment pulls
away from the founding principles based on God's Word. Instead of recognizing crime as a result of a fallen nature and sinful man, this radical
philosophy shifts the blame and responsibility to outside forces--society, patriarchy, and more.
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Prosecutors Orchestrating Chaos

 With funding and partnerships with some of the most radical groups, a handpicked army of extremist District Attorneys and prosecutors are
reshaping America's justice system. This evil plan ushering in evil like a portal from hell, and it is happening in plain sight across our nation. Learn
about the master plan, the consequences, the empowerment, and how we overcome it.  

https://ifapray.org/blog/report-documents-soros-link-to-75-radical-prosecutors/
https://ifapray.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/FJP-Post-Dobbs-Abortion-Joint-Statement.pdf
https://www.influencewatch.org/non-profit/fair-and-just-prosecution/#:~:text=However%2C%20some%20donor%20data%20is%20available.%20Fair%20and,the%20Chan%20Zuckerberg%20Initiative%2C%20and%20Art%20for%20Justice.
https://ifapray.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/FJP-Post-Dobbs-Abortion-Joint-Statement.pdf
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/spencerbrown/2022/06/08/san-francisco-da-chesa-boudin-recalled-n2608388
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/restoring-america/fairness-justice/recall-chesa-boudin-shows-prosecutor-movement-failure
https://capitalresearch.org/article/soros-aims-to-transform-the-justice-system-by-funding-da-races/
https://www.bing.com/ck/a?!&&p=8ca6a1aca6be12a1eaf2a90cf6eda18dd5a1d099e05a9514edd92b31bbb566eaJmltdHM9MTY1NTQzNTQ1NSZpZ3VpZD1mMjk4ZWIxZS1kM2MzLTRlMjItYjU1Mi0wZjgyMWEwYTFiODMmaW5zaWQ9NTMwNQ&ptn=3&fclid=19f2e21f-edeb-11ec-b3e3-470e9b08c1da&u=a1aHR0cHM6Ly9ueXBvc3QuY29tLzIwMjIvMDYvMDgvc2FuLWZyYW5jaXNjby1kYS1jaGVzYS1ib3VkaW4tb3VzdGVkLW92ZXItc29mdC1vbi1jcmltZS1wb2xpY2llcy8&ntb=1
https://freebeacon.com/democrats/report-soros-prosecutors-run-half-of-americas-largest-jurisdictions/
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Average increase in dropped
or lost felony cases

Average decrease in
guilty verdicts or pleas 

Soros Prosecutors You May Recognize and the Soros money they
received to get there.
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"Our study shows for the first time, Soros's funding
and installation of these district attorneys is
fundamentally dismantling the criminal justice
system as we know it." 

-Law Enforcement Legal Defense Fund president Jason Johnson

This is "counterfeit justice" not biblical justice. This counterfeit is as old as Eden. Instead of dealing with the sinfulness of man that needs righting
by God, Satan twists the responsibility of man and his need for God, pushing the blame on culture, laws, and outside influences, forcing  society to
change instead of the offender who needs repentance and a savior. This approach removes the fingerprints of God on our justice system, removes God
from the personal accountability equation, and creates a reality where man defines what is good and just--not God.

A Progressive Worldview is an Anti-Biblical Worldview.
As we are approaching an election season, Christians – and especially intercessors – need to recognize the progressive plan to turn the prosecutor’s
office into portals of hell’s agenda. Soros-funded candidates share a progressive mindset. In comparing a progressive mindset to a biblical mindset, here
are differences you will see.

The progressive worldview believes in the innate goodness of mankind.
A Biblical worldview recognizes the sinfulness of all men, seeing mankind as broken and needing accountability (and salvation).

The progressive worldview may attribute a criminal's behavior to outside forces in their environment. They may cite institutional injustice, racism or
bigotry, and they may believe that remorse should qualify criminals for leniency.
A biblical worldview understands that humans are personally accountable for their choices and that there are consequences for man's behavior. 

A progressive worldview looks to external programs, policies, grants, and structures to provide the solution for the criminal's rehabilitation.
A biblical worldview acknowledges that restitution and rehabilitation happen within a person. A change in circumstance alone will not bring a difference in criminal
proclivity.

A progressive worldview believes that man has the answers.
A biblical worldview acknowledges that God has the answers.

Dear intercessor, we are witnessing that an anti-biblical worldview DOES NOT work. If you believe in the inherent goodness of man – instead of the
broken nature of man – the result is chaos. This worldview brings out the worst in people and the worst in society. The enforcement of the rule of law in
accordance with Romans 13 is based on truth and brings order.
  

If this sounds convoluted, it is really more simple that it seems. Misdirect us away from God and society crumbles. Simple as that. Soros's genius in
staking great fortune in these strategic races is increasing violence, crime, and chaos across the nation.

Law enforcement officers do not enforce the law because they know convicted criminals will likely receive light sentences or none at all.
Law enforcement  morale is incredibly low because officers see few results from their efforts.
Criminals are MUCH more likely to go “hands on,” during an encounter with law enforcement. That means suspects are willing to get into a
physical altercation with police because the prosecutor will most likely support the suspect over the police officers.
Law enforcement agencies can’t recruit enough officers to fill vacancies, so they are constantly understaffed. Some of the factors are a general civic
disrespect for law enforcement, fear of lawsuits and reprisal from suspects, and a lack of support from the administration.
Criminals are more brazen now,  because they know they can get away with crime.

What are the results of a Progressive Worldview and these Progressive Prosecutors?
When these prosecutors are “soft on crime” the effects are clear. Recently IFA's Dave Kubal talked with a few law enforcement officers working in a
district where one of these prosecutors is in power. Here is what they shared are some of the results of this radical Soros prosecutor:

Prayer Point: Pray for the law enforcement officers who are battling the progressive district attorneys and in some cases administration as
well.  Pray for protection as they try to uphold the laws while also battling from within their own justice departments.

http://www.policedefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Prosecutorial-Malpractice.pdf
http://www.policedefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Prosecutorial-Malpractice.pdf
http://www.policedefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Prosecutorial-Malpractice.pdf
https://www.policedefense.org/


$417,000 for Kim Foxx's 2020 reelection as state’s attorney in Cook County, Illinois. Results: a 27 % decrease in guilty verdicts and a 54%
increase in cases dismissed or dropped.
$1.45 million for Philadelphia’s Larry Krasner’s 2017 campaign.  Results: Philadelphia's aggravated assault by guns up 18% in the first year of his
term alone, and a 22% increase in dropped aggravated-assault-by-gun cases.  Crime has increased, prosecutions have dropped.
$236,000 in 2018 for John Creuzot in Dallas. Results:  a 15% increase in violent crime, and a 27.5 %  increase in homicides, but felony cases dropped by
20%.
$958,000 to San Antonio's Joe Gonzalez in 2018. Results: 13% fewer felony guilty verdicts and 11% more dropped felony cases.
$922,000 for  Loudoun County, Virginia, lawyer Buta Biberaj to  become DA with the help of Soros-affiliated grants from Justice and Public
Safety PAC ($861,039) and New VA Majority ($61,496).
70% of Steve Descano campaign coffers of $659,000 came from Soros-backed groups in Fairfax, Virginia. 
$4.7million to George Gascon in Los Angeles County, California. Other funds came from  Soros-affiliated Democracy Alliance to the tune of
$6 million.
$324,000 went to Kim Gardner of St. Louis, Missouri during her campaigns. Results: per-capita homicide capital of the nation.
$1,072,000 for Alvin Bragg of Manhattan, New York, to crush his opponent.
$430,000 for Joe Garza representing Travis County, Texas.

Soros Prosecutors You May Recognize and the Soros money they
received to get there.
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Who are some of the other "Soros" prosecutors?

• Diana Becton(Contra Costa County, California) – $275,000
• Monique Worrell (Orange and Osceola County, Florida)  – $1 million
• Jody Owens (Hinds County, Mississippi) – $500,000   
• Monica Worrell (Orange and Osceola Counties, Florida) – $1,500,000 
• Parisa Dehghani-Tafti (Arlington County, Virginia) – $700,000 
• Ramin Fatehi (Norfolk, Virginia) – $228,000  
•David Clegg (Ulster County, New York) – $240,000 
• Brian Middleton (Fort Bend County, Texas) -$200,000
• Kim Ogg (Houston, Texas) -$600,000
• Shalena Cook Jones (Chatham County, Georgia) – $147,000 
• Jack Stollsteimer  (Delaware County, Pennsylvania) - $200,000
• Jason Williams (Orleans Parish, Louisiana) – $220,000 
• Jack Stollenmaier (Delaware County, Pennsylvania) – $185,000  
• Shani Curi Mitchell (Monroe County, New York) – $800,000 [defeated, 2019]  
• Pamela Price (Alameda County, California) – $984,000 [defeated, 2018]  
• Genevieve Jones-Wright (San Diego County, California) –$1,584,000 [defeated, 2018]  
• Noah Phillips (Sacramento County, California) – $497,000 [defeated, 2018] 
• James Stewart (Caddo Parish, Louisiana) –  $930,000

Here are some of the Soros-funded prosecutors along with their reported contributions from Soros and Soros-funded organizations. 

Find out who is supporting your candidates
A little used method of finding out who is funding the candidates is to access the Federal Election Commissions database. Raising funds and
spending has to be reported to the FEC as part of regular candidate filing. This filing provides a fairly accurate snapshot of the money behind the
candidate. Check the database for a candidate to see who are the largest funders of their campaign , then look up those groups , organizations or
names. Click here to go to the FEC site to search.  Visit the Prayer and Action section of this report for more ideas and prayer points.

https://www.politico.com/story/2016/08/george-soros-criminal-justice-reform-227519
https://capitalresearch.org/article/living-room-pundits-guide-to-soros-district-attorneys/
https://www.fec.gov/data/
https://www.fec.gov/data/
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Pray about these progressive candidates and those who fund them, as they discuss their positions and plans. 

Pray that any designs for harmful actions or policies would be thwarted.  (Job 12:24)

Pray for lack of agreement or alignment between members as they formulate their actions. 

Pray for dangerous or harmful alliances to crumble . (Prv 16:12)

Pray that any harmful results from these partnerships and alliances would be revealed, even though they operate in secret. (Lk 8:17)

Pray that the demonic influence on our nation through these prosecutors and their agendas would be thwarted.

Pray for judges who will be hearing cases from these prosecutors. Pray that in their rulings they would adhere to the rule of law.

Pray for open eyes for citizens and Christians to see the harm in this approach to justice. Pray that voters would look into the candidates

to know more about their funding and their experience.

Prayer Points to battle the ungodliness and breakdown of justice

For our struggle is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual
forces of evil in the heavenly realms. (Eph 6:12)

Hope for more recalls?
After the successful recall of San Francisco's Boudin, other districts may recall  their
own radical prosecuters, like  Los Angeles DA George Gascon. In Virginia, Buta
Biberaj  hired a registered sex offender to work in her office.  Rising crime and
sentences well below the state minimums put Biberaj in an increasingly vulnerable
position. Citizens who have viewed Biberaj as part of the overall problem  with

 Loudoun County, Virginia politics and accountability (along with the infamous Loudoun County School Board), may push for a voter recall
to oust her. According to the Washington Free Beacon, "If recall organizers gather almost 12,000 signatures—representing 10 percent of the
2019 electorate—a Loudoun County judge will decide whether Biberaj ought to be removed as commonwealth's attorney."

Even those in her own party are looking for another potential candidate to fill her shoes. But will that replacement candidate be cut from the
same Soros cloth? Where else may we see more recalls? Will citizens take charge to hold these failing prosecutors accountable? We must
pray they will. Soros, on the other hand, seems determined to continue with his plan to fund and elect more soft-on-crime prosecutors,  and
protect the position of those already in office.

He who justifies the wicked and he who condemns the righteous are both alike an abomination to the Lord. (Prv 17:15)

Pushing Back with Prayer and Action 

Get involved civically.  It is critical for us to be engaged if we wish to change the system and stop the ungodly agenda. 

Vote in every election - even the smaller elections. There are no "insignificant" offices of government.

Find out about your candidates by checking the donation reports and see who is funneling big money into their campaign. Consult the

FEC website to search your active candidates for campaign contributors. Go here.

If you have a progressive prosecutor, you are likely experiencing the pain of high crime. You can RECALL your district attorney!  A high

profile prosecutor in San Francisco was just successfully recalled. It CAN be done.

Get involved in campaigning for those who are standing for biblical values - at every level. There are NO insignificant races. 

Take Action

https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Job%2012%3A24&version=NIV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Proverbs+16%3A12&version=ESV
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Luke+8%3A17&version=ESV
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/washington-secrets/soros-to-fight-prosecutor-recalls-elect-more-liberal-das
https://freebeacon.com/democrats/virginia-democrats-turn-on-soros-funded-prosecutor/
https://freebeacon.com/democrats/soros-das-office-hired-registered-sex-offender-as-paralegal/

